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WHO AM I?

..................................................................................................................................

Lucas Jones.

A creative and business writer, with a marketing background.

I’ve worked with a wide range of organisations. With brands and products of all shapes and 
sizes.  In advertising, design, research and marketing agencies. As part of internal marketing 
teams. And on my own.

I’ve written on- and offline, developing long and short copy for B2B and B2C communications, 
creating  everything from conceptual ideas to tactical one-liners.

My former life in agency account management means I also understand strategic and 
commercial marketing issues - so I’m more than just a wordsmith. I’m a Swiss Army knife of 
writing, with one goal: to help you create engaging communications that maximise  your 
business success.
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WHAT DO I DO?

..................................................................................................................................

Writing for Branding

Packaging & products
Concepts & positioning 
Tagline generation
Name generation
Product stories and support
Manuals

Writing for Business

Presentations
Whitepapers
Proposals
Case studies
Press releases
Reports
Proofreading
Editing

Writing for Marketing

Web
Print
Promotional literature
Advertising
B2C & B2B communications
Award submissions
Corporate communications
Email marketing
Social media
Scripts
Newsletters
Google adwords
SEO
Telemarketing literature
Sales materials
Guides
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EXTENSIVE INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

..................................................................................................................................

Automotive BMW; Renault; Shelby SuperCars; Toyota; Mitsubishi Motors; Lex Autolease; Avis; Afton Chemical

Alcoholic beverages Heineken; Coors; Carling; Absolut; Pernod Ricard; Guinness;  Moet Hennessy; Courvoisier; Asahi

FMCG Heinz; Sara Lee; Ferrero; Kingsmill; Pork Farms; Kraft Foods; Cott Beverages; Allinson; Bonio; Tic 
Tac; Cafedirect; Unilever; HM Foods; Senseo; Copas; Crane Ranch; Henley Vintners; Rentokil

I.T. Bakbone; Intrinsic; Trend Micro; Atos Origin; Sophos; Detica; Logicalis; Brocade; Avnet; Magirus; 
Chordiant; Symantec; Rackspace; Microsoft; VMware; SalesForce.com; Polycom; Centresoft; 
Connexion; KCom; Creativity Software ; ServerSpace; Firstsource; Futurecurve; OnDirect; 
ServerChoice; Steria; Verisign; First Choice Software; LeaseWeb; Ingram Micro; NetApp; 
Computacenter; EMC; Emulex; Integralis; Kaspersky; Oracle; Redwood; Riverbed 

Retail Timberland; Sainsbury’s; Tetrapak; Westfield Shopping; Hatton Gardens Jewellery Quarter; 
Intershop

Telecoms Cisco Systems; Cable & Wireless; Avaya; Nortel; BT; Vodafone; Colt; MeetingZone; Powwownow; 
Nine Telecom; Digitalk; OnDirect
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EXTENSIVE INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

..................................................................................................................................

Public Sector / Public Services NHS; British & Territorial Army; COI; UK Civil Service; The Fire Service; LeasePlan; IET; BPP; 
Fischer Family Trust

Technology Toshiba; Sony; IBM;  Psion; Samsung; Dell; Hitachi; Hewlett Packard; Fujitsu; Linx; Snell; Canon;
Zebra; ESRI

Hospitality & Travel Premier Inn; Woodcraft Homes; Yin Yang; British Airways; Sheepskin Homes; SitexOrbis; AirPlus; 
BCD Travel; Intercontinental Hotel Group;  Travelport

Charity & Sustainability Charity Link; Everyman Cancer; FibreGreen; Traidcraft; WSPA

Healthcare & Wellbeing Novartis; Bayer; Telehealth Solutions; Baby Spa; Abbott Diabetes Care; Sci-MX; Dr. Newman; TENA

Financial Paypal; First Direct; Britannia; RBS; Lloyds Banking Group

Construction & Operations ACO; Murphy; Tyco; ADT; Wavin; Puma Energy; Pure Window Cleaning Services

Professional Services Olswang Law; Claims Justice; CKFT Law; Morgan Law; KJS Solicitors; Wilkins Kennedy; Common 
Essence; Robert Half; Claim Experts; TATA Consulting Services
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TRAVELPORT

Marketing videos Joe Kittinger: The sky’s the limit

In 2012, Felix Baumgartner wowed the world with his space jump. But the real story began more than 
50 years earlier.

Colonel Joe Kittinger tested parachutes for the US Air Force. On 16th August 1960, he became the 
first man to jump from space.

That’s 16th August, 1960.

Before PC or mobile technologies. Before men on the moon, or missions to Mars.

Joe set four world records. Rising higher, and falling further, faster, for longer than anyone before 
him.

They stood for 52 years.

Today, he’s an Honorary US Army Golden Knight, and in the National Aviation, US Ballooning and 
National Skydiving Museum Halls of Fame. 

His really was a giant leap for mankind.
..................................................................................................................................
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HEINZ

New product 
development stories

It’s messy on the move. 

I love the taste of Heinz tomato ketchup. There’s always a bottle in my fridge! But I’d only eat it 
at home – it’s too messy to use anywhere else. I can’t seem to use it without it going 
everywhere. At the hot dog stand, in the cafe, having a picnic – it always ends up on my hands 
or down my clothes. And a napkin isn’t enough – it’s still sticky afterwards and sometimes 
leaves a mark. Can I get more precise portions, like a toothpaste tube or a jar that I could 
spoon it out from? To keep me clean!

---------

It’s from a dirty factory.

Heinz tomato ketchup is the biggest and best-known ketchup on Earth. But size isn’t 
everything. To many people, biggest also means mass-produced, without love or care, as 
quickly as possible, using industrial processes and cheap ingredients. It’s time to put quality 
before quantity. A ketchup that takes time to make, crafted from fine ingredients, lovingly 
prepared like your Mum’s own. 

..................................................................................................................................
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SHELBY SUPERCARS

New product 
positioning concepts

Perfection is all about balance. 
It’s a belief held by luminaries of science and arts throughout time. That a perfect state is 
achieved when all contributing elements are in perfect balance with one another. It’s 
shared throughout science, mathematics, art and design. And at SSC, it’s our DNA.

Be part of a masterpiece.
Very rarely, perhaps once in a generation, genius is created. Something very special, set 
apart from its peers. Welcome to SSC. The fusion of engineering expertise and design flair. 
The heritage of raw American power and beautiful European aesthetic. Power never looked 
so beautiful.

Automotive alchemy.
Throughout time, Man has been fascinated by alchemy. The creation of something 
precious, made possible through the amalgamation of elements. It sets our hearts racing 
and shapes our laws. It writes our history and determines our future. And most important 
of all, it enables us to believe. SSC are today’s alchemists. Automotive alchemists. Fusing 
science, performance, design, and engineering to create something greater than the sum 
of its parts. And now we’re asking you to believe.

..................................................................................................................................
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COPAS

Brand & packaging 
communication

Very, very special turkeys.

‘ I’ve always said (probably a few too many times) that turkey is “the most important part 
of the most important meal of the year.” A special Christmas dinner demands a special 
turkey. And I believe our turkeys are very, very special. We rear only selected traditional 
breeds in our open, airy barns. We raise them to full maturity for a dense, delicious 
texture. We pluck by hand and hang the birds for at least ten days in the traditional way, 
to guarantee a rich-tasting, succulent meat. We never cut corners. Because I don’t want 
my customers to be satisfied. I want them to be ecstatic! ‘ 

..................................................................................................................................
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AVAYA

Interactive multimedia 
script (extract)

I’m putting pen to paper as my email seems to have been met with a wall of silence. Which is 
more than I can say for your so-called television service. Every time I turn on, I’m greeted with 
a glass-shatteringly high-pitched squeal. Useful if I’ve lost a dog, but less so if I want to watch 
Eastenders. Then a fuzzy screen says hello with its loud, ear-vandalising hiss. Call me picky, 
but between this and the Champions’ League, I know which I’d prefer. I pay for TV, not torture. 
So, please get someone round here ASAP and switch me back on, before I succumb and tell 
the enemy everything (before giving them my business).

You’re through to the Fixnone’s support centre. How can I help?

I’d rather be publicly pulled naked over broken glass, then thrown in a bath of sea water whilst 
listening to Westlife’s greatest hits, than use Fixnone’s. 

Attempting a new world record for the longest time taken to fix a TV set. Do not use Fixnone’s! 
The most idle, braindead waste of skin on God’s Earth.

“Day 21. Still no reception. Numerous attempts at establishing contact with Fixnone’s have 
failed. Starting to think I’ll be found dead on the sofa one day. These fuzzy lines and hissing 
the only evidence that I was ever alive. Will they ever respond? Do they care? Can I be 
bothered to find out?”..................................................................................................................................
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WSPA

Brand awareness & PR EVER SEEN A DANCING COW?

Every Spring, something magical happens, as farmers turn their cows back out into the fields 
after a long winter inside. As they see the fresh pasture and the wind on their backs, they 
realise they’re free – and do a little jig to celebrate! 

We call it the Cow Dance – and we want to share it with you!

Although designed to help farmers, our Cow Dance campaign can be enjoyed by everyone. At 
WSPA, we’re constantly aware of the affinity people have for animals, and want to provide an 
opportunity for all to showcase the arrival of Spring and cows.

Europe’s dairy industry is at a crossroads. Countries across the continent are under pressure 
to take cows out of fields and put them into US-style mega-dairies or factory farms. Our Cow 
Dance campaign draws attention to the benefits of non-intensive, grass-based dairy farming 
– and celebrates them. 

..................................................................................................................................
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MURPHY CONSTRUCTION

Building Services brochure Sustainable construction in a challenging environment.

Murphy believes in the power of home-grown communities. Our employment initiatives and 
project workforce recruitment place emphasis on local labour and suppliers. We offer a range 
of training programmes, apprenticeships and graduate schemes designed to support our 
people to realise their full potential. One team, working for a better future.

Forming close, proactive partnerships with our clients enables us to understand their needs 
and offer them highly customer-focused solutions. Together with our specialist micro-
technology partners, Murphy provides a comprehensive service that continues to keep pace 
with changing societal needs. 

Our sustainable construction solutions, eco-friendly products and innovative methods are 
reducing our carbon emissions as we strive to exceed expectations.  Meanwhile, our Resident 
Liaison Teams work closely with communities, clients and stakeholders, providing education 
and training to help drive energy efficiency and waste reduction. 

..................................................................................................................................
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LEX AUTOLEASE

Corporate marketing Lex Autolease interactive (LAi) takes the hassle out of fleet management. For both fleet 
managers and drivers, LAi enriches your Lex Autolease experience – anytime, anywhere.

Our advanced, online platform gives you the flexibility to make more informed fleet decisions, 
with less effort. Compatible with desktop PCs, internet phones and tablets, it delivers a 
wealth of information straight to your fingertips.

Our unique web portal is ideal for companies with a fleet policy of any size, from a few 
vehicles to a few thousand. Packed with flexible features, your managers and drivers will 
quickly see the benefits this convenient online resource brings to their work.

We take sustainability seriously. Our progressive approach and commitment to continuous 
improvement enables us to provide customers with policies, programmes and support that 
help them achieve their environmental objectives and enjoy greater commercial success.

..................................................................................................................................
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RACKSPACE HOSTING

Customer marketing Join the Service Leader in cloud computing

Thousands of customers already enjoy the impressive flexibility and on-demand scalability 
that Rackspace’s hosted cloud solutions give them. Yes, our cloud is cost-effective: you only 
pay for what you use, get continuous best-of-breed technology, and can scale your resources 
immediately in line with changing business demands.

But what really sets us apart is our Fanatical Support. It’s not just our job. It’s who we are. 
We go the extra mile 24/7/365 to make sure your Rackspace experience is as good as it 
possibly can be. We look after your business as if it was our own, and work hard to solve any 
issues as quickly and painlessly as possible. And if for some reason we don't, you'd be 
surprised at the steps we’ll take to make things right. 

Find out what Rackspace’s flexible, scalable cloud solutions can do for your business. Call 
0800 140 4806 or visit http://www.rackspace.co.uk for a live chat with our experts. 

..................................................................................................................................
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FISCHER FAMILY TRUST

Website marketing Joining the Dots to help pupils maximise their potential.

FFT supports schools, LAs and Academy sponsors to Join the Dots of educational data, 
helping them to set realistic and aspirational targets for pupils, subjects and schools.

As FFT’s core online reporting system, FFT Live provides access to insightful, personalised 
reports designed to help institutions and individuals maximise their potential. Our unique data 
is delivered in a user-friendly format, giving you an at-a-glance overview of school, group and 
pupil performance to help inform target-setting and self-evaluation.

We believe in achieving aspiration through collaboration – by inspiring each other to do even 
better.

Since 2001, FFT has been an independent source of data and analyses for Local Authorities 
and schools in England and Wales. Today, we cover all Key Stages from Early Years to KS5. 
Because we process pupil data for the Government, there’s no need for you to send us 
anything. Simply tell us who you are, and we’ll do the rest!

..................................................................................................................................
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ACO

Industry whitepapers Sustainable Drainage Systems: Redefining channel drainage infrastructure

Weather patterns in the UK are becoming more extreme. As part of this rapid climate 
change, we’re experiencing more intense rainfall, more often. At the same time, the 
increasing urbanisation of our population means we need more residential and commercial 
infrastructure to house ever-greater numbers of people. As a result, our natural landscape is 
gradually being replaced by hard, man-made surfaces.

This swift and considerable change to our environment is forcing planners, developers and 
government to rethink their approaches to water management. And with a host of new, 
sustainable-focused legislation and policies emerging, they must do it quickly. This new 
generation of solutions will revolutionise the way in which surface water run-off is managed: 
by mitigating flood risk, protecting environments, encouraging biodiversity and benefitting the 
community at large. 

By slowing the rate of water drainage, SuDS control surface rainfall run-off and relieve 
pressure on sewerage systems. Because their design is based on natural water drainage 
processes, successful SuDS reduce environmental impact and even encourage biodiversity 
in the areas where they are deployed. They will be critical in creating a more balanced 
ecology in towns and cities across Britain, by increasing water quality and flood resilience...................................................................................................................................
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CANON

Printer product brochure Canon PIXMA: Power to deliver

Canon PIXMA inkjet printers give you everything you need to build your business. Packed with 
intelligent, versatile features housed in a stylish, practical design, they deliver outstanding 
printing results, in the office, at home or on the road.

Maximum productivity, minimum disruption

Canon’s FastFront design makes printer maintenance easy and fits neatly into even the most 
crowded workspace. By enabling paper and ink cartridges to be loaded from the front, it gives 
you the flexibility to put the printer where it’s most convenient for you – near a wall, on a shelf 
or even in a corner. So, you spend less time reloading, and more time creating.

My Image Garden helps you store and share printed images seamlessly, across your entire 
business. Create and receive PDF files, password-protect them for extra security, and scan 
your efforts to the cloud for distribution via Dropbox, Evernote and other similar applications. 
So, your images can reach the world, from the comfort of your desk.

..................................................................................................................................
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INTERCONTINENTAL HOTELS

Facebook application
& promotions

Crowne Plaza Hotels & Resorts and BMW Motorsport: Love your Drive

No one embodies Love your Drive more than Andy Priaulx and Joey Hand. As BMW 
Motorsport drivers, they’re constantly exploring their limits, pursuing their dreams, and 
questioning what is possible. Competition is in their DNA. It’s what makes them winners. And 
now, you could be a winner too!

Challenge 2: Crowne Plaza Beijing Wangfujing

Win a BMW Motorsport Ladies jacket plus two nights at a Crowne Plaza® hotel!

Andy and Joey are staying at the contemporary Crowne Plaza Beijing Wangfujing. They’re 
kicking back in the hotel’s beautiful indoor rooftop pool. Looking across the inspiring skyline, 
they spot Beijing’s Imperial ‘Forbidden City’, a maze of exotic temples and palaces. Both 
agree it has to be visited. 

Andy fancies exploring on foot. Joey would rather take a taxi. But how will they decide? Time 
for a game of table tennis! Whoever wins the most points in five minutes will get to choose.
Who do you think will win? Vote here and you could win a BMW Ladies Motorsport Jacket and 
two nights at a Crowne Plaza hotel!..................................................................................................................................
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CAFEDIRECT

Product packaging TRUE TASTE…
Savour the rich, smooth depth and fine, dark chocolate notes that are distinctive to this 
gourmet organic coffee, grown at high altitudes in the fertile lands of the Machu Picchu 
region. 

REAL QUALITY….
At Cafédirect, we know that the best coffee starts with the best growers. So we source 
exclusively from smallholder growers in the finest coffee growing regions in the world, whose 
pride and passion results in this delicious, award-winning coffee.

DISCOVER OUR DIFFERENCE…
We don't buy our coffee from middle men. Instead we build real relationships directly with 
smallholder growers. Working together in partnership ensures great tasting coffee, as well as 
growers receiving their share of the profits (over 50% to date) to invest in their businesses 
and communities.

..................................................................................................................................
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NHS

Case studies & PR NHSmail revolutionises communication to improve HIV patient care at North-West London 
Hospitals

By introducing automated and electronic communications, North-West London Hospitals has 
greatly improved the security and speed of HIV patient information exchange between 
hospitals and GPs, resulting in better overall care. 

HIV patients may be treated by several NHS professionals simultaneously, in different 
locations. It’s vital that their records are stored, updated and distributed securely and 
accurately between all parties.

In a critical situation, the ability to access a patient’s medication, treatment, and next of 
kin/contact details quickly can make all the difference – so speed of information transfer is 
also paramount.

Secure email streamlines the flow of communication between medical professionals, 
agencies and organisations. Electronic distribution has replaced the traditional post and fax, 
making processes quicker, treatment faster, and management more efficient. This results in 
better care for HIV patients.

..................................................................................................................................
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RENTOKIL

Product marketing Protecting your business. Preserving your reputation.

Rentokil understands how important pest control is to your business. In certain areas - such 
as production zones or data centres - zero tolerance is the only option. The slightest sign of 
unwanted activity can have serious implications: losing you revenue, damaging your 
productivity and compromising your hard-earned customer reputation.

If not quickly resolved, it can jeopardise your business’ very existence. Ongoing pest 
problems could result in failed quality audits, an inability to meet order commitments, or 
even short-term business closure. Pest control is often a significant factor in auditing, so a 
highly-effective solution is essential for success. 

Typically, rodents - particularly mice – pose the biggest threat.  Small and curious, they can 
easily enter your premises undetected and make themselves at home. To date, it hasn’t 
always been easy to get rid of them for good, because the sheer manpower required for 
constant monitoring has simply been too expensive. 

However, all that is about to change.  

..................................................................................................................................
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ADT

Corporate brochure Protecting your future: at home and at work

The security landscape is changing. Mass urbanisation and globalised workforces are placing 
an unprecedented strain on infrastructure, while climate change, cybercrime and terrorism 
are creating a host of new and unpredictable threats.

ADT helps make your world a safer place. Our industry-leading products protect the lives, 
property and assets of people all over the world – enabling business continuity and peace-of-
mind, every day. By deploying innovative, bespoke technologies, we create a more stable 
economic and environmental future for you, your family and your workplace.

We’ll work with you to understand and assess your security needs, then design and 
implement a specific solution to deliver them – increasing your profitability, productivity and 
efficiency in the process. 

Once you’re up and running, we’ll provide you with the latest tools, resources and upgrades 
to ensure optimal performance. Whatever you do, we’ll be there to protect you. 

What’s more, with a commitment to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions, water 
consumption and waste generation by 25% over the next five years, we’ll protect your future 
too.

..................................................................................................................................
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SAMSUNG

Product marketing support 
and sponsorship collateral

Revolutionise your visual experience

Samsung MagicInfo VideoWall enables new possibilities for your LFD communications. Our 
flexible, user-friendly software gives you the freedom to display content the way you want, 
and share it with the right people instantly - from anywhere in the world. 

With MagicInfo VideoWall you can engage and inspire your audience in all sorts of exciting 
new ways. Configure your LFD horizontally or vertically to maximise visual impact. Extend 
your video wall in any direction, using up to 250 LFD units while retaining full HD picture 
quality across your entire display. And manage devices and applications quickly and easily, 
via one intuitive, remote interface.

..................................................................................................................................
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TELEHEALTH SOLUTIONS

Educational literature Integrated healthcare for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease

Because Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is irreversible, it is understandably 
very stressful to live with, especially as any breathing impairment can be terrifying. However, 
its effects can be restricted by making important lifestyle changes such as giving up smoking 
and taking more exercise. This is sometimes difficult as many sufferers do not want to do 
either.

Effective treatment is available through a combination of medicines and inhalers. More 
serious sufferers may receive up to 15 hours a day of long-term oxygen therapy, as part of 
their full-time care. This requires extensive commitment from clinical teams, and puts a 
strain on hospital resources. 

By applying advanced technologies to the latest clinical practices, Telehealth Solutions 
redefines the COPD care process to deliver an enhanced, fully-integrated healthcare 
experience. Its remote, real-time monitoring and streamlined analysis and assessment 
empowers COPD patients and reduces the strain on those tasked with managing their 
health. Our automated HomePod™ monitors each patient remotely, collating key readings 
and supplying them back to the clinical team in real-time. Results are reviewed by our world-
class triage service, who manage and update patient protocols as their needs change...................................................................................................................................
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VODAFONE

Internal and corporate
communications

Welcome to your guide to in-store device set-up.

We want to give customers an outstanding experience by creating inspiring, memorable in-
store environments – and the ability to offer them complete device ‘set-up’ is an essential 
part of our retail vision. 

As smartphones evolve and functionality increases, customers need to know that any new 
device they buy will be fully-configured and ready to use, right out of the box. 

It’s our vision to comprehensively set-up all new devices in-store, so that our customers can 
use them immediately – regardless of specification or model. 

..................................................................................................................................
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POWWOWNOW

Olympic marketing London 2012: are you ready for business?

The London 2012 Olympics is almost here – and bringing a world of exciting opportunities to UK 
businesses. However, these prospects come at a cost. The capital’s transport system will face huge strain 
as it struggles to cope with millions of extra visitors – making it far more difficult to get around, and 
significantly impacting worker mobility. 

Olympic bosses and transport ministers have urged organisations to start preparing now, so they don’t 
suffer later. Almost 9 out of 10 businesses are now looking at the option of remote working, and 90% of 
commuters feel that conference calling is necessary to avoid Olympic congestion. 

If these issues sound familiar to you, it’s time to talk to us.

Powwownow gives you premium conference call facilities, without the cost. The way we see it, you 
shouldn’t waste your time travelling to meetings – but you shouldn’t waste money making expensive 
conference calls either. It’s this thinking that has made us Europe’s leading free conference call provider.

Our innovative services are easy to use, environmentally friendly – and tailored to your needs. The 
benefits are obvious – and if you’re not sure how to begin, our friendly team are on hand to help you. 

Don’t let the Olympics play games with your business. Visit www.powwownow.co.uk/love-hate-travel to see 
how we can help you win.

..................................................................................................................................
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PORK FARMS

Product marketing 
concepts

Most supermarkets today seem to contain mystery meat. We don’t know where the meat 
comes from or how the animal was treated. Worst of all, it tastes bland.

That’s why Marks & Spencer is introducing this new range of pies. Made in Shropshire, 
using meat from animals reared on our approved farms especially chosen for their 
excellent animal care credentials.

These pies are all really generously proportioned and have fillings that are slow cooked for 
better flavour and more tender meat. And the variants aren’t just beef or chicken – but 
exciting contemporary recipes like steak, chorizo and olive, minted lamb and butternut 
squash, or outdoors reared pork with caramelised Bramley apples and cider.

..................................................................................................................................
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SHELBY SUPERCARS

Product & investor 
launch materials

From Young Pretender to World Leader.

Shelby Supercars is a real-life American Dream. Founded in 1999 in Washington, it 
embodies Jerod Shelby’s spirit and determination, and is inspired by his unerring quest for 
excellence. As an early automotive and racing enthusiast, he had a vision – to create a 
world-class, American supercar manufacturer. This boyhood ambition has been achieved 
with spectacular results.
---------
No other production car on Earth can match the Ultimate Aero. It took seven years to 
create this beautiful beast. Seven years of craft and care, a diligence towards every detail, 
the obsessive dedication that perfection demands. The result is not only a supercar, but a 
piece of engineering history. 

The Aero’s twin turbo V8 engine delivers a mind-bending 1,183 hp and 1,094 ft/lbs of 
torque, making it the world’s most powerful production car. This raw power is caged inside 
a super-lightweight, aerodynamic shell, and controlled by the finest handling systems Earth 
has to offer. Such symmetry of superlatives is justified: the Ultimate Aero eclipses all other 
production vehicles before it, as the greatest production car ever made.

..................................................................................................................................
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FIBREGREEN USA

Trade & consumer 
advertising

We’ve cut emissions, energy consumption and waste. But no trees.

Our new FibreGreen paper range is made with responsibility in mind. Using only 100% 
recycled materials, with a minimum of 70% post-consumer waste. Not only that, it meets 
FDA requirements for food contact and is stronger, brighter and cleaner than rival papers, 
so it’s as helpful for your customers as it is for the environment. Bad news for lumberjacks. 
Good news for trees.

100% more paper. 100% more trees.

Paper. It’s our business. And it’s important for yours. So we should use it responsibly. That’s 
why our new FibreGreen kraft paper is made from 100% recycled materials. Using no virgin 
wood fibres and providing a minimum of 70% post consumer waste. What’s more, it’s 
stronger, cleaner, and brighter than its rivals. So you can satisfy your customers as well as 
your conscience. But don’t wait too long to try FibreGreen. After all, it doesn’t grow on trees.

..................................................................................................................................
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ROBERT HALF RECRUITMENT

Brand marketing Ever get the feeling you’re being short-changed on your skills? That the grass somehow seems 
greener for others, as if they know something you don’t? Then it’s time to talk to us. At Robert 
Half we’ve been providing financial career advice for over 60 years. So it’s fair to say we know 
something too. Our market information and thought leadership ensure you stay one step 
ahead of your peers, and reap the rewards and opportunities you deserve. 

-----------

Happy at work? Congratulations. You’ve got the most valuable reward a job can bring. But the 
trouble with happiness is that it’s subjective. It can’t be measured. It’s only relative to the job 
you are doing right now. And that’s why it’s still important to know what other opportunities 
are out there. 

At Robert Half we make around 12,000 happy UK finance professionals even happier, every 
year. With exclusive access to over 400,000 of the UK’s leading client companies, no one is 
better equipped to bring the best roles straight to you. 

Why not see how we can put a smile on your face?

..................................................................................................................................
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SHEEPSKIN HOLIDAYS

Brand marketing Come and share the secret of Sheepskin, and discover holiday homes laced with a little 
magic. Where your only neighbour is Nature, and beautiful, intoxicating views. Where you 
can sink into simple pleasures – whether stretching out across soft fur rugs and 
smouldering log fires, or letting your senses stroll across a rustic, tranquil landscape. 

Whatever your wish, you’ll find space to think, to breathe, to recharge. All within a world in 
harmony, using natural materials, local produce, and inspired by local people. A world you’ll 
want to escape to, again and again.

..................................................................................................................................
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YIN YANG TOWELS

Product marketing
launch support

Yin Yang towels are made for people who like to experiment. Rough and hard on one side, 
soft and sensual on the other, they offer a perfect drying experience to suit your bathroom 
mood.  Leaving you to focus on the bedroom.
--------
The new Yin Yang towelling range puts the fun back into the bathroom. Choose a hard, 
coarse rub to stimulate the senses, or a soft, smooth massage to ease you into your 
evening. Either way, you’re guaranteed a drying experience to remember. 
---------
Our new Yin Yang towels are hard and coarse on one side, and soft and smooth on the 
other, to rub you up the right way every time you dry. Perfect for those who like a bit of 
adventure in the bedroom.
----------
Our new Yin Yang towel range is made for people who like to keep their options open. With 
hard, rough fibres on one side, and soft, smooth fibres on the other, it guarantees a perfect 
drying experience - whatever your mood.
----------
Life is better when you have the freedom to choose. Even the small things can make a big 
difference. Like our unique new Yin Yang towels. Hard and coarse on one side, and soft and 
smooth on the other, they guarantee a perfect drying experience, whatever your mood.

..................................................................................................................................
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KENCO

New product 
marketing support

Costa Rica. 

From the fertile, volcanic soils of Costa Rica comes this rich, full-bodied coffee. Gently 
intense, with low tones of chocolate and vivid top notes of spice. 

Colombia. 

A seductively smooth coffee with gentle hints of vanilla and a velvety finish. Its aroma is 
quietly complex with light orange notes softening towards cocoa in the cup. 

Brazil.

An intense, heavy-bodied cup with powerful overtones of cocoa and hazelnut from the Bahia 
region of Brazil. Our strongest, deepest roast.

..................................................................................................................................
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HENNESSY

Brand messaging 1765. La Maison est fondée – a blend of aristocratic Ireland and savoir-faire spirit. 
Hennessy has remained true to its founder’s principles ever since, its strength, superiority 
and craftsmanship proudly proclaimed through the Bras Armé. Like the first Eaux de Vie, 
and the ancient Charente vines, it has conspired to create something yet more special, 
more precious, a beauty beyond Cognac. Daring to dream, the spirit of Richard Hennessy 
beating in its heart. 

..................................................................................................................................
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FIRST DIRECT

Recruitment advertising Words are wonderful things. They’re how we’ve built our business – by talking to people 
(and listening) in a way that makes them happy, knowledgeable, secure and inspired. We 
believe that words are special, and so are the people who use them well. It doesn’t matter if 
you don’t know much about banking, or numbers. If you can use words to communicate 
then you should talk to us about a career where you’ll be supported, trained and part of a 
family that respects and rewards your contribution to the full. To discover more, have a word 
with www.firstdirect/words 

..................................................................................................................................
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KERRY SMITH SOLICITORS

Business launch 
communication

A firm for today’s family.

KJ Smith Solicitors is a legal firm specialising in family law. We believe that the best results 
come through proper understanding, practical solutions, and prompt action. As we are 
specialists, we are responsive and flexible to every single client. At all times we shall 
endeavour to provide you with a tailor-made service to meet your particular needs, offering 
you continual advice and support throughout.

We can’t take away the pain when a family breaks down - but by offering an efficient, 
approachable and professional service, we can help ease it.

Modern family life is an increasingly diverse entity, and family law must be as dynamic as 
the families it represents, by understanding and responding to your individual needs. We 
are a flexible firm for the real world, a friend to talk to and an expert to act for you. We can 
shape ourselves to fit any situation, and believe that’s what makes us better.

..................................................................................................................................
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THE BRITISH ARMY

Recruitment advertising Before we rebuilt the hospital, I had to rebuild morale.

You need more than A Levels to be an Army Officer. You need confidence, courage and 
commitment. But perhaps more surprisingly, you also need humility, compassion, and a 
general empathy with your soldiers.

If you think you have these qualities, or want to learn how a 4-year Officer commission will 
help you develop them, contact us for a free Army Officer Careers Guide.

..................................................................................................................................
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PSION

Product promotion campaign MEET THE PSION EP10: YOUR DURABLE PDA

Since 1980, adaptive ingenuity has been hard-wired into everything we’ve ever built. Today, 
nothing’s changed – it’s what pushes to us innovate mobile computing solutions that 
transform the way you work.

Now, the all-new Psion EP10™ proves our pioneering spirit still delivers. No other mobile 
computer packs full-sized functionality and durability into such a handy, ergonomic device.
It’s the market’s most complete enterprise PDA.

EP10 gives your mobile workforce all the uncompromised performance of our premium 
industrial handheld devices – in a more affordable, compact form. There’s no better fit for
users looking to work harder and smarter in the field.

Until now, businesses like yours have had to compromise when choosing the right mobile 
solution for field-service workers. Consumer-level hardware can’t cope with harsh weather 
or environmental conditions. And specialized rugged handhelds are often too costly or big. 
With the Psion EP10™, you can equip users with the industry’s most durable and complete 
PDA – because it’s built on the same core technology that powers the Psion Omnii™ family.

..................................................................................................................................
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BONIO

Brand packaging 
support

Unlike most other snacks, every Bonio biscuit is oven-baked. Which means that as well as 
being just about the tastiest biscuit around, Bonio also gives your dog the nutrition he 
needs. This baked-in goodness keeps teeth clean and white, and gives them the strength 
they need for an active and healthy life, every day.

..................................................................................................................................
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GUINNESS

Pop-up retail promotions What makes a Guinness pop up occasion?

It's about merging the interactive energy of the pub with the relaxing warmth of home. Creating the 
craic, good times with good friends, people that mean something to you, drinking partners but life 
partners too. It's a buzz but not in a quick-fix kind of way – it's more about that warm feeling you get 
from really being on the same wavelength as someone. It's relaxed but it's not boring, a privilege but 
not exclusive, filled with sheer appetite for life.

It's the ultimate in urban communion – people coming together in a stylish environment, 
anticipating that something exciting is about to happen. It's affluent - spacious and reasonably 
minimalist, but welcoming - comfortable and 'lived in'. 

A big open plan living room, lined with plush black carpet. A glass dining table, with black stools with 
white metal legs. A black bold fridge, SMEG probably. Big black leather armchairs that you sink into, 
that wrap themselves around you like velvet. White rugs in front of a roaring open fire. Big plasma 
telly on the wall. In front of the fire, a coffee table, made from solid oak wood painted black, sturdy, 
probably from the brewery. A couple of books on it, well thumbed, some DVDs and underneath, 
board games and playing cards.

The fridge is always full, and obviously with Guinness. A BBQ on the balcony, looking out across the 
city, the centre of summer entertainment. Hidden behind sliding patio doors. On the stereo, some 
easy tunes. To help things move along. Not intrusive to the occasion, just a backdrop to it...................................................................................................................................
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HOW CAN YOU FIND ME?
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e:  lucasdajones@yahoo.co.uk

w:  www.lucasjoneswriting.webstarts.com

t:    +44 (0)1491 411 096

m:  +44 (0)7872 551 944

s:   ldaj2008

l: http://uk.linkedin.com/in/lucasjones


